


Why an etiquette book?

The etiquette guide will help you understand how the
Valhalla team tries to maintain the server concept and
what will and will not cause problems for us sooner or

later.

Nobody likes rigid rules

Normally 90% of all players play relaxed and without any
problems. And we don't want 1000 rules now because of

the 10% players that cause problems.

Therefore: Whoever as an individual or as a tribe
violates the etiquette too much or too often will get

special editions/special rules from the team, so that not
everyone has to suffer because of individuals.



The bosses on the boss map
are end content.

DON'Ts: Please do not give a "newbie" a dino and then
move through the boss map. This gives guaranteed no

title but only trouble & frustration and helps no one.

DOES: Make real alliances, tamet, breeded and just play
the game, because that's what the game is for.

The title system
The title system is a tribute to achievements in the game

and otherwise does not provide any benefits. If you
cheat yourself out of titles instead of earning them, they

can be revoked. Just think about what is sportive
competition and what is not.



The "normal" bosses
DON'Ts: Do not play the game FOR others.

Please don't give a "new-foreign-player" just a dino and
then move through the bosses and unlock engrams.

That's not a sense of accomplishment for the new player
either.

DOES: Only do bosses together if everyone in the group
can visibly contribute.

You can explain to a "new-foreign-player" how to defeat
a boss or you can sell him neutered boss dinos or

un-neutered tames.
You can also help with the artifacts. Then the new player

can do the bosses himself.
New players should first create their own boss army and
then you are welcome to help. Ride on your own boss

dinos and support him, but let him and his army
succeed.

You are also welcome to make an alliance with good
acquaintances and clap bosses together and push them
a bit. But every "new player" must have earned at least
the one dino he rides into the boss fight on, otherwise

he's just not boss-ready.
If you want to help your old school friend, tame dinos
with him and help him with his first boss dino. All no

problem, it should just be allowed to play yourself too.



Push tribemembers
DOES: You can do whatever you want in the tribe. But

please try to keep in mind that...

DON'Ts: If you invite players for a week, push them and
then dismiss them from the clan again, this will cause
trouble in the long run... Don't do that! Your colleague

can still play a bit and have fun.



Trade & Services & Gifts
DOES: You are bored and want to do something different or
help.
Think about what services can help players without giving them
everything as a gift and having them leave the server tomorrow
because they've already seen everything.
If someone asks for help answer him of course. Just play with
players and accompany them when they need help. But don't
just give them all the stuff they need.
Accompany players on ONE dino you are riding and let him do
some stuff himself with his dinos. Then he has more fun. If he
has no good dinos tamed some together with him.
If you sell other players something that is also available in the
store, ask for appropriate resources or an appropriate number
of ShopPoints. Always live and let live.

DON'Ts: Please do not underbid the store mercilessly. The
server has no Pay To Win and accordingly everything can be
earned except skins etc. on. Therefore you can easily offer
everything that is available in the store and even better and
then you can undercut the store in everything. But with that you
break the server and that is a very good reason to ban. Who
knows that he wants to trade super much you should come to
the admin team so that we can agree.
Do not offer gifts in chat or a new player unsolicited before the
feet. This is unfortunately also really rude, many want to earn
achievements themselves.
Please do not give away Tek structures to other players. Rather
help them to tame dinos and support them and their boss army
in the boss fights.




